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should be based on current conditions, and

detailed DCF Analysis which includes very
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be ideal, but the data on acquisitions may

Net cash flow projections for the individual

account for the uncertainty associated with

be limited compared to the abundance

entities

the

distinct reserve categories. The adjustment

of public market data. Because of this, a

commercially

Petroleum

procedure is accomplished by applying

longer time frame is typically acceptable

Reserves

with

an individual RAF to the discounted net

for
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a provided ARIES Database. Aggregate

present value for each reserve category. This
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subsequent risk adjustment factor application,
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Despite its ubiquity in the oil and gas industry,

this information should be taken into account

reserve categorization or additional costs.

the NAV analysis has limitations that can

as part of the Precedent Transactions Analysis.
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significantly alter the derived value of oil and
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gas assets. A NAV is only as accurate as the

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

due to economic write-offs, which could be

underlying reserves data and assumptions. An
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temporary, but profitable if commodity prices

incomplete database or incorrectly applied

Income Approach method is a Discounted

increase. Inclusion of additional costs such as
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estimates and ultimately have devastating

though, this is largely replaced by a NAV

Operating Expenses (LOE), and General

consequences for investors. Additionally, the

analysis. A DCF typically discounts the future

and Administrative (G&A) costs is required

NAV approach may not be a good indicator

projected annual aggregate free cash flow

to account for recognized expenses that are

of Total Enterprise Value when the “strip price”

of the entire company. It requires a detailed

not included in an original ARIES Database.

(pricing derived from the forward NYMEX

understanding of the company and its

The costs can be incorporated within the

curve) is set near cyclical peaks or troughs.
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primary forecasts or outside of the cash flow

Capital (“WACC”) reflective of the risk of the
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The prices used to project the cash flows are

portfolio of properties. The application of
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standardized RAFs, such as those from the

audit the underlying assumptions. This is the
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Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers
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based on NYMEX futures and should be

in Property Evaluation ignore the intricacies

selected as close to the valuation date as is
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reasonable to ensure the forecast takes into

that the information in the Survey is limited
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account the current market views. Because

in scope, possibly lacks real world detail

value based on the subject company’s

the valuation is based on current market

and likely reflects biases based on individual
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respondent’s personal experience6.

oil and gas assets . This method provides a

accurate indicator of Total Enterprise Value

detailed discounted net cash flow analysis

when the market prices are set near cyclical

that extends over the life of each property. To

peaks or troughs. Additionally, because

Understanding both the Science and
the Art of Oil and Gas Valuation

apply the NAV Analysis method, cash flow for

projected commodity prices are one of the

Valuation is an inherently complex and

individual wells or multi-well projects is forecast

strongest drivers in the computation of a NAV

imprecise process. The Market Approach

based on the projected income from the sale
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(Comparable

of produced oil, natural gas and natural gas

wherein a completely independent crude

Precedent Transactions Analysis) provides

liquid. Operating expenses, local production

oil and natural gas price forecast, such

an estimate of value based on external

taxes and future capital requirements are

as the one available from the U.S. Energy

information to arrive at a relative value. The

included for each well, multi-well project

Information Administration (EIA), is applied.
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and platform. The projected discounted net

Cash flows generated from the reserves and
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cash flow extends over the life of each entity,

price forecasts are discounted using a WACC

Analysis) provides an estimate of value based
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effective date.

Factors (“RAFs”). Adjustment is needed to

company and attempts to arrive at an intrinsic
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value. Ideally, one should perform a thorough
analysis using all of the accepted valuation
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